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LIGE
ELECTRIC PICK & CARRY CRANES
SINCE 1945

Lige110

Made for worldwide
BATTERY: 80 V - 840 Ah. LED battery meter indicator and electrolyte level indicator.

BRAKES: Hydraulically foot controlled service brake on all wheels, hydraulically automatic or button controlled parking brake on front wheels.

FRAME: Fabricated from preformed and welded quality steel plate with built-in counterweight.


BOOM: 3 elements boom, fully hydraulically and proportionally telescoping, fabricated by preformed and welded quality steel plate. Angle boom: +60°/-8°.

TRACTION ENGINE: Front by nr. 2 electric motors 7.5kW, 80V. AC. Insulation class H.

STEERING: Rear steering by hydraulic motor controlled by hydrostatic power steering system complete with load sensing priority valve.

MOTOR PUMP: 19kW 72V AC electric pump, H insulation class.

L.M.I.: Electronic load moment indicator system complying to CE safety standards, complete with display showing: load lifted, maximum admitted load, tilting percentage, operating radius, angle, outreach and complete with warning lights of the operating status.

WEIGHT: 13450 Kg

OPTIONS ON REQUEST: Hydraulic winch, manual jib, non-marking tires, bundle loader, ATEX transformations.

CRANE CLASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO UNI ISO 4301-1: A3
